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1INTRODUCTION
Titanium, an el~ment reported to be ninth most abUn-
dant of the elements in the ~arthTs crust, has reaeivei
very little experimental attention as an alloying ele-
-.:ment in non-ferrous metallurgy.
In copper, titanium ~roduces an age-hardening effect,
which makes it of great value to oopper manufaeturers of
fabricated produots. Yet, but a handfull of men have in-
vestigated the oo:pper-titanium equilibrium diagram, and
the titanium rich portion of' the diagram still remains a
mystery,
No work'has been done on tern~y alloys of oop~er­
titanium to this date, as far as reoorded information is
ooncerned, and it is hoped that the ~resent work will,
perhaps, throw a faint light on the ~ossibilities of
these alloys.
Repor~ed analyses of the alloying materials used
are reeorded on page 123 of the appendiX.
REVIEW
For years titanium has been used for controlling
grain size in steel, but it has only been oomparative-
ly recent that it has been used as an alloying ele-
ment in non-ferrous metallurgy. Titanium-aopper alloys
had to wait until 1931 for a systematic investigation
of their properties.
At that time Kroll' made a systematic study of the
titanium-oo~~er equilibrium diagram up to ~O peroent
titanium. His work revealed a eutectic at about 24 per-
oent titanium. In his investigation he found the solid
solubility of titanium in copper to be 3.5 :percent at
900 degrees centigrade, which temperature he found also
to be the melting point of the euteotic mixture.
In 1931 Schumacher and Ellis2 also investigated
age~ardening in titanium-copper alloys. Their study
inoluded aging times, aging temperatures and resistiv-
ities of three alloys of titanium in aopper. They did
not, however, arrive at any conclusion as to the na-
(,. J Kroll, W. J ., liAge-hardenlng t1tanium-co:pper alloys if ,
z. Metallkunde, vol. 29, pp. 133-1~4 ,1931 •
(2) Schumacher t E.E. and Ellis, W.O." lfAge-hardening of
eo:pper-ti tan11.1l1l. alloys n ,Metals and Alloys, Tol. 2 t
p. 111 t 1931.
ture of the dispersed oonstituent which eaused harden-
ing in the alloys.
In 19jc Hensel and Larsen} reported to the Boston
meeting of the A.I.M.E. their findings as regarded the
oopper-titanium alloy system. They used titanium in the
form of square, sintered rods, containing considerable
amounts of aluminum, silicon, and iron impurities.
The ingots were ~repared in air in an induotion
type furnace. A11oy~ containing up to 5 percent titan-
ium were found to be forgeable, while sound oastings
were obtained oontaining as much as 25 percent titanium.
They determined by thermal and X-ray methods the
eutectio composition of the system to be at 28 peroent
titanium at a temperature o~ 878 degrees centigrade.
They arrived at the conolusion that the solid, solubili-
ty of titanium in copper was in the neighborhood of 5
percent titanium at "S78 degrees centigrade and as low
as 0.40 percent at room temperature. The possibility
eXists that the ~purities present inoreased the solid
solubility at the enteatic temperature.
(3 J Hensel, F .R. and Larsem, E.I., JIA8e-hardening 00];)-
per-titanium alloys", Trans. Am. Inst. Min. and Met.
Eng., Inst. Metals Div., Tol. 99, pp. .5.5-64 J 1932
4They also found that the a value of the cubic lat-
a
tioe o~ face-centered copper increased from 3.60 i ~or
:pure copper up to 3.65 .i for the 20.53 percent titan-
ium-copper fI
In their X-ray investigation there were found lines
which could possibly be attributed to some unknown com-
pound of copper and titanium. Apparently no attempt was
made to identify such a com~ound.
In 1934 Cook4 completed a survey in which he listed
a number of age-hardenable systems of oop~er, one of
which was the titanium-copper system. He termed the hard-
ening constituent in co~per-titanium the beta constitu-
ent, but did not mention the subject further other than
in referring to the work o~ previous investigators.
Comstock' studied the e£fects of titanium and beryl-
lium on c0l':per castings. Silicon was found to be useful
in augmenting the effeots of titanium and beryllium on
the physical properties of cast copper.
(4 ') Cook, M., l"Temper-hardening co:p:per alloystl, Metal Ind.,
vol. 4,5, :Pl>- 83-87, 101~105, 134-136,1934 •
(5) Comstock, G.F., uGopper oastings alloyed with beryl-
lium and titanium tl , Metals and Alloys, vol. 7, :pp~ '2.57
-260, 1936.
5Guillet6 in 1937 made a careful study of the solid
solubility of titanium in copper at 878 degrees aenti-
grade and at room temperature. He found the solid solu-
bility at the euteotic temperature to be 4.5 weight per-
cent and at room temperature to be 0.40 weight ~eraent.
The work of Alexander7 is of note, since by melt-
ing in air a mixture of' granulated oop:per and titanium
hydride, he was able to produee a gas porosity free,
pure alloy of titanium-oopper of 28 ~ercent titanium
composition. The advantages of the alloy are great, since
it can be added directly to the co:pper base bath with
very little or no loss of titanium. Formerly, in adding
metallic titanium to the ladle as much as 80 ~eroent of
the titanium was lost through OXidation.
Krol18 prepared titanium by reduction of the oxide
( 6) GUillet, L., nCopper alloys and structural quench-
ingtll , Cuivre et laiton, vol. 10, :Pl>. 321-322, 1937,.
(7) Alexander, P.P,., ttThe Hydride Process 1t , Metals and
Alloys, vol. 8, PP. 263-264, 1937; vol. 9, PP 4.5-48,
1938.
(8) Kroll, W.J.;' "Deformable alloys of titanium-, Z. Met-
allkunde, vol~ 29, PP.·189-192, 1937.
6and by alloying the resulting titanium with a number
of other elements. He found that the mObt duotile al-
loys of titanium were tho8e made with nick~l, iron,
cobalt, molybdenum, tungsten and tantalum. The struc-
tures, however, could not be correlated with the meeh-
anioal properties.
In 1945 ~ The Titanium Alloy Manufaaturing Company9
published a bUlletin, desoribing the use of titanium
in copper castings and in beryllium-copper. Titanium
was found to stabilize the high-tem~erature strength
of beryllium-cop~er.
Dean and Silkes10 have reaently published infor-
mation aonaern1ng the alloys of titanium.
(9 ) Titanium Alloy Manufaoturing Bu.lletin, Metal Progress,
vol. 48, PIl. 2.50-251,194.5.
(.1 0 JDean, R.S. and Silkes, B., U. S. Bureau of Mines,
Inf. Circ. 7381 , Nov., 194 6•
7PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The investigation was primarily for the ~urpose of
gai.aing some insight into the e£fects u:pon the mechan-
ioal properties of alloys of titanium-aopper of certain
ternary additio.ns. Si:nae the alloy systems investigated
were metallurgioally untouched such a general approaeh
was the o.nly feas!ble one.
The eleme:nt chromium. was given most of the attention,
but some work was done a.lso on tungsten, molybdenum, and
vanadium as ter.nary elements in binary titanium.-oopper.
In order to understand better the effects of the
various ternary el~mental. additions upon titanium-copper,
it Is necessary to study some of the binary t1tanium-
coppers in a similar manner as proposed for the ternary
alloys. A series of binary alloys were prepared for in-
vestigation.
All ternary alloys were held at a constant titanium
composition, so that the effects of various peroentages
of the ternary eleme..nts could be systematioally studied.
The 1 .40 peroent titanium-oopper alloy was ehosen as the
base alloy for observing the·ternary elemental effeats.
The 1 .. 40 percent ti·tanium-oopper was of sufficient
\
titan.ium oontent to show relatively atrong·age-hara.ening
8ohar·aateristics, but not of sufficient titanium content
to make swaging difficult. The choioe is evident when
one co.usiders that the main interest in the titanium-oop~
:per alloys is i.n the age-harde:ning oharaateristics which
are manifested therein.
It· was desired to show, if possible, something per-
taining to 'the constituents or compounds in these various
alloy systems whioh oontribute to the hardness and to the
tensile strength.
9ALLOYING PROCEDURE
1~.lIelt1.ng of the various heats was a~complished by
oharging the copper; co~per and chromium; oo~per and va-
nadium; copper and molybde.num; aopper and tungsten in
graphite crucibles. The orucibles were covered with pow-
dered ahareoal to prevent oxidation of the charge.
The furnaoe used was agIo-bar, eleatriaal resis-
tance type. Time re~uired to reduce the charge to a molt-
en mass, after melting temperature had been reaohed, was
a~~roxDnately 15 minutes. About ,0 additional minutes
were allowed for alloy diffusion.
Titanium was added in the form of the 28 percent
titanlum-coppermaster alloy. The melt was stirred just
before i'ntroduction of the master alloy with a graphite
rod. The master alloy was dropped into the cruoible and
was in the form of small chunks.
After about 10 minutes had elapsed the melt was
agai:n stirred f and five minutes later stirred a third
time.
~ediately after the third stirring the melt was
cast into a gra~hlte mold provided with a suitable hot
to}), oomprising approximately 30 :percent of the ingot
"-
weight., The tot~l weight of the ingot was approxilnate-
ly 200 grams.
lO
All alloys were cast from a tem:perature of 1200
degrees aentigrade, and that temperature was maintained
throughout the oharging and melting operations.
1 1
HEAT TREATMENT
All solution treated and aged s~ecimens were swaged
through a 0.450 inoh die prior to heat treatment in a
electrical resistance type heat treating furnaoe.
~he speoimens were th~n given a three hour solution
treatment at 900 degrees oentigrade and quenohed in oold
water.
Those samples ohosen for age-hardening were given
an isothermal age at 450 degrees centigrade for a ~eriod
of two hours, followed by a cold water quanah.
Control of the furnace temperature was maintained
at plus or minus five degrees centigrade at all times.
12
METALIDGRAFHIC TECHNIQUE
The alloys were mOQnted in luoite and rough lapped
on a sand-belt grinder. Samples were next rough ground
on No. 0 polishing paper a.ad then rough polished on a
600 carborundum polishing Wheel.
Final polishing wasaocompllshed by the use of levi-
gated alumina suspended in water, and applied to a soft
oloth polishing wheel.
Plenty of water is neoessary in conjunotion with the
polishing of all copper-base alloys to avoid the promotion
of scratches on the polished surfaee,
With two exceptions, all photomiorographs were taken
at 100 X magnifioation and at one-half radial distance
on the speoimens, in order to faoilitate the study of rela.-
tive grain size in the various alloys.
13
PHYSICAL TESTS
All tensile strength tests were made on the bars
as cast, solution treated, and aged without addition-
al modifiaations. The A.S.T.M. standards for tensile
specime.ns weI~e :purposely avoided, as machined samples
wer~e undesireable clue to the great dif--')erence in grain
size between the ce_lters and 9uter edges 0:£ some of the
samples. The values given ~re theI'efore sJ:l','an the oon-
'servative side.
Hardness testing was e~clusively confined to the
Rockwell-B scale, sinoe that scale was found to be the
only one which oovered the hardness values of all the
alloys. Hardness tests were taken on the polished sur-
faces of ,the specimens used for metallographic examina-
tion, utilizing the 1/16 inch tungsten steel ball in-
dentor under a load o~ 100 kilograms.
ETCHING REAgENTS USEp
Pota~sium diohromate solution
Potassium dichromate ------------- 2 grams
Sulfuric acid (1.84 sp. g. )------- 8 a.c.
Sodium chloride (sat. solu. )------ 4 c.o.
Ferric chloride solution
Ferrie chloride --------------~---25grams
Hydrochloric acid (cona. )---------25 c.c.
water----------------------------100 0.0.
Chromio acid solution




All the samples, with exoeptio.n of the 28.0 per-
aent titanium-oopp~r, were etched for 15 seaonds by
immersio.n in the potassium diohromate solution. Fol-
lowi.ng the initial etch, the samples were washed in
warm water, and given a second etch in ferric ahlor-
ide solution for the pur~ose of bringing out more con-
trast in the structures.
The 28.0 peroent titanium-oo:pper master allo,y was
given a 30 second etoh by ~ersion in a conoentrated
solution of chromio acid.
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Figure 2 Copper-Titanium Equilibrium Diagram
(Hensel and Larsen)
Figure 3 Microstruoture of Cast Copper





The 0.45 peroent titanium-copper cast alloy show-
ed no appreciable increase in ultimate strength over the
plain cast copper. Porosity was not notioed in this al-
loy, however, while considerable porosity was shown in
the microstruature of cast aopper, Fig. 3.
The cast struoture of 0.45 peroent titanium-co~per
is shown in Fig. 4, and closely resembles the sorbitic
structure of steels. Inorease in duotility may be due
to a dif'f'ere:noe in grain size, since .this low-t1tanium
alloy showed an elongation of 47 percent, while cast
copper showed an elongation o£ 20 peroent in one inch.
The hardness of 0.45 percent titanium oopper was
nearly the same as or perhaps even lower than for cop-
per when both were in the cast condition•
.
Fig. 4 alearly shows two phases to be ~resent,
one a solid solution,a~d the other a precipitated phase
from the solution. This indioates that at room temp-
eratures the solid solubility of titanium in oopper
appears to be less than 0.45 percent.
The miorostructure of Fig. 5 is that of the 0.45
percent titanium-copper alloy which has been solution
treated for three hours at 900 degrees centigrade; fol-
lowed by an agi.ng treatment of two hours at 4.,50 de-
20
gr,ees centigrade.
Some inarease i.n strength was not iced in the aged
alloy, although the hardness dropped off materially,
with res:pect to the cast 0.4.5 percent titanium-~o:pper.
The strengthening phase was ap~arently precipita-
ted largely along slip planes developed by cold work-
ing, previous to solution trea~ent and age-hardening.
Figure 4 M1orostrueture of Cast 0.45 Peroent
Titanium-Copper •
., '100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
21
Figure 5 Microstructure of Aged 0 .•45 Peroent
Tltan1um-Co:pper.




Again, in the case of the o. 88 peree.nt titanium
alloy, the difference between the oast and aged oondi-
tions is slight, aonsideI~ing strength as the criterion.
The hardness in the cast oondition was oonsiderably
more than in the aged condition.
The small additional amount of titanium present,
0.43 percent, did not increase the physical properties
to any noticeable extent, as is shown in table 1.
Referenae to Fig. 6, indicates tha~ the miorostruc-
ture is that of a fine dendritio pattern. White areas
are of alpha solid solution of non-homogeneous nature.
The· dark t i ta.nium-r ioh oonstituent solidified last. The
degree of dispersion of this latter constituent was not
sufficient to retard grain growth.
Precipitation in the aged sample was more evenly
distributed, however, than in the case of the aged 0.45
peroent t1tanium-oop:per. The :preoipitated phase in the
0.88 percent titanium s~ectmen undergoing aging, eon-
centrated along slip planes, Fig. 7, "but not to "as great
an extent as in the 0.45 peroent titanium alloy.
Figure 6 Microstructure of Cast DA88 Peraent
Titanium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium diohromate
Ferric chloride
24
Figure 7 Microstructure of Aged O~88 Peroent
Titanium-Copper.




1 .40% Ti-Qu Alloy
The 1 .40 percent titanium-copper showed an increase
o£ 1700 Ibs/in2 over the strength of cast copper, with an
elongation of 28 peroent in one inoh, which seems to indi-
cate greater ductility under a greater load than one
might expe~t from oast oopper. But for the slight increase
in strength resulting, no notioeable improveme,nt in the
cast oondition can be found .over the 0.4.5 percent titan-
ium-oopper.
Of-the two, if a cast alloy is desireable, the 0.45
I
percent titanium composition would probably be preferable,
sinoe it showed even greater duotility at the expense of
very little loss in strength.
Considerable age-hardening might be expected from the
1.40 peroent titanium alloy, although no aging was per-
formed on a sam~le of this oomposition.
Fig. 8 reveals that the microstructure is strongly
dendritic with a tendency toward segregation.
Figure 8 Microstructure of Cast 1 .40 Percent
Titanium-Copper.




1 .10% Ti-Cu Alloy
Of the various oompositions mentioned so far the,
1 .70 percent titanium-oopper was the first to show a
remarkable increase in tensile stre.ngth in the aged aou-
ditio.n, as oompared to the cast aam.:p1e.
Solution treatment for three hours at 900 degrees
centigrade, followed by, aging at 450 degrees oentigrade
for two hours resulted in an inorease of 76 ~eroent in
the ultimate strength of the material.
Loss of ductility in the aged sample was so slight
as to be negligible, the elongation being 10 peroent in
one inch i.n the Clast sample and 9 percent in one inoh
in the aged sample.
Hardness inoreased from 69 Roakwell-B up to 88 Rock-
well-B, shOWing that the aged sample possessed superior
resistance to wear.
Even the cast sam~le had a tensile strength more
than 4000 Ibs/in2 greater than that o£ cast copper.
Referring to Fig. 9, one notes that the dendritic
struoture in the cast sample is quite obvious, although
the magnification was too high to show the structure
clearly.
Jig. 10 reveals the microstructure of the alloy in
the aged condition. The grains are :polyhedral in shape
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and resembles those of a ferrltio ingot iron structure
to a large extent. Precipitation of the hardening ~hase
is heavy, resulting in ooalesoence of the phase in some
areas. Preoipitation was heaviest along the grain bound-
aries, but the hardening effect no doubt is due to the
preeipitation of sub-microscopic particles along favor-
able crystallographio planes, in the normal manner.
Figure 9 Miorostructure o£ Cast 1 .70 Peroent
Titanium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium diehromate
Ferrie ohloride
Figure 10 Microstruoture of Aged 1.70 Pereent
Titanium-Copper.




The miorostructure of the 2 .•47 peroent titanium
cast alloy 1s shown in Fig. 11, and has a strong den-
dritio appear~noe. The dark oonstituent is probably
that of some titanium oompound, most likely CU
2
Ti.
The cast alloy had a tensile strength of 38800
lbs/in2 with an elongation of 7 percent in one inch.
Hardness was determined to be about 67.5 on the Rook-
well-B scale.
Fig. 12 reveals the microstructure of the aged
sample. !he struoture is that of a supersaturated sol-
id solution with the preel~itatinghardening phase
tending to agglomerate. !rhe alloy showed a strength
of 70400 Ibs/in2 in the aged oondition, and a Rook-
well-B hardness of 91 .5- The aged sample showed an
elongation of on17 3 percent in one inch, indicating
that it is somewhat lacking in impaot resistance.
Figure 11 Miorostruoture of Cast 2.47 Percent
Titanium-Copper.
100 X Kag. "Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
3.3
Figure 12 Miorostructure o~ Aged 2.47 Percent
Titanium-Copper.





Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 reveal the structure of the long
aocepted euteotic oom~osition of titanium in copper. The
photomiorogra~hs reveal that the material is of hyper-
eutectio composition, white crystals of hexagonal titan-
ium being present in abundanoe. Presenoe of titanium is
confirmed by the evidence o~ numerous 120 degree angles
01:1 the white c ystals, and by the X-ray determination
which showed that some titanium was present.
The darkest structure does not appear lamellar and
the possibility exists that a free compound of CU2Ti com-
position eXists in conjunction with the :preoipitated com-
pound-copper eutectio.
The eutectic oomposition of 2} to 24 percent is prob-
ably more nearly correct than 28 peraent titanium.
The 28 percent titanium master alloy had a hardness.
value of 113 on the Rookwell-B scale.
Figure 13 Microstruoture of Cast 28_0 Percent
Titan1UDl-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohant-- Chromio acid.
Figure 14 Miorostruoture of Cast 28.0 Peroent
~itanlum-Cop:per•
.500 X Mag. Etohant 17:.-- Chromic aci~
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Table 1-- Titanium in Copper
Weight Atomi,c Tensile Peroent
Percent Percent Condl- streng~h Rookwell-B Elong. in
Titanium. .T1tanium tion Ibs/in Hardness one Inch
0 (9 C 31200 .52.0 20
0.45 0.60 c }1500 50.0 47
o .88 1 .17 c 322.50 60.0 40
'/
1 .40 1 .. 85 c 32900 .55.0 28
1 .70 2.2, c }5600 70.0 1 0
2.47 3.26 c ,8800 67 ., 7
0,.4.5 0.60 A 32300 39 .. 0 36
0.88 1 .17 A 32800 42.0 20
1 .70 2.2.5 ,A 62500 88.0 9




Chemical analyses were run on the 28 percent t.itan-
ium master alloy and on the 1.4 peroent titanium cast
alloy. See table 2~.
The samples were ground to a powder in the case of
the .astez~alJoy, and filings were taken in the case of
the cast alloy. Eaoh sample was dissolved in a boiling
solution oontaining ,conoentrated sulfuric and nitrio
aoids.
Ti(OH)4 was precipitated from the solution byadd-
ing an exoess of NH40H. The solution was boiled to re-
move exoess ammonia, and then filtered.
The precipitate was washed With distilled water,
redissolved in ~lfurie acid, repreoipitated and
filtered as above.
The reprecipitated Ti(OH)4 was then ignited over a
Fischer burner to constant weight and weighed as Ti02"
Results showed that very little titanium was lost
by o:z:lda't1on when th addition to the melt was made in
the form of the master alloy.
Table 2-A-- Results of Titanium Analyses.
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28 Peroent Titanium-CoI'per
Sample Weight Weight Weight Weight
Sample Crucible Crucible TiD Percent
(grams) and Ti02 (grams ,) (grfuns) Titanium
1 0 •.5206 10.0064 9'. 7638 0.2426 27 -94
2 0 •.5923 1 0 _24.54 9 -9683 0.2771 28.0.5
3 0 • .5162 10 •.5286 1 0 .28.5.5 0.2431 28.1 6
1 .4 Percent Titanium-Cop~er Cast Alloy
sample Weight Weight Weight Weight Peroent
Sample Cruoible Crucible TiO.- Titanium
(grams ') and T10 2 (grams 1 (gr~s)
1 0 •.5028 9.7760 9 -7644 o .011 6 1 .38
2 0.5250 1 0.2980 10.2861' , 0.0119 1 -36
3 0 •.5314 9.994.5 9 .9822 o.01 23 1 .39
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X-RAY INVESTIGATION
A minus one-hundred mesh po~dered sample of the 28
peroent titanium-copper master alloy was mixed with 001-
lodion and allowed to ha~den in a plastio sample holder.
An X-Ray pattern of the alloy was oharted by util-
izing a Geiger~ueller counter, the aount being trans-
ferred through an eleotronic oircuit to aetuate a needle
recording the pattern.
X-Ray patterns were taken for pure oopper and pure
titanium. also, and the three graphs were eompared.
The strongest line of oopper and of titanium were
found, but a great many lines were recorded which could
not be attributed toe1ther of the constituent elements.
These latter lines aould only be due to some compound of
titanium and oopper.
Table 2-B shows the results of the X-Ray investiga-
tion.
A oommon valenoe of oo~~er is two and of titanium,
four. The oompound res~onsible for hardening in the p~aln
titanium-coppers probably has the formula CU2Ti, sinee
there was a great preponderance of the lines of the Gom-
pound and CU2!i would oorrespond to about 27 percent ti-
tanium by weight.
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Table 2-B-- X-Ray Results for 28 Peroent Tit nium.-Cop:per
Radiation K«,oopper •. A.= 1 .537 i
Angle d value Relative Line attributed
in degrees i units Intensity to
20 .1 2.237 27 Titanium
20.5.5 2.190 3b Compound
21 .4 2.107 31 Co:pper
22.4 2.017 '29 Compound
26.1 1 .747 8 Compound
33 .1 1 .408 7 Compound
37.55 1 .261 8 Compound
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Figure 15-- physioal Properties versus Weignt
Percent Titanium in Cast Tit~nium-CopperA1107s.
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Figure 19-- Hardness versus Tensile Strength Rel,atlon-
ship 1 !1tanium-Copper Alloys.
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Cast Titanium-Chromium-Coppers
Many interesting th~ngs ooeur when ohromium is added
to a 1.4 peroent titanium-oopper alloy, some whieh must
remain unexplained in this thesis.
The tensile strengths of the various cast alloys seem
to inarease with an inorease in ohromium content up to a
point somewhere in the range of 1 .00 to 1 .60 percent chrom-
ium. In the aforementioned range.there is a marked decrease
in strength. The faot could easily be explained as an er-
ror in testing, if the same ~henomenon did not evidence
itself in the solution treated and aged s~ecimens. More-
over, two heats were involved in the three conditions,
and all samples showed the same trend.
If the above range is disregarded, a very good straight
line may be drawn in the plot of tensile strength, hard-
ness, or peraent elongation against peroent ahromium. The
laws of probability there£ore still allow for an error,
even though that probability may be low.
At 0.75 peroent ahromium addition the cast tensile
strength is inoreaaed 3100 to 4200 Ibs/in2 over the value
found for the binary titanium-copper alloy. This increas
is probab1y due to the formation of a hardening or stength-
en1"ng phase, wh1eh makes its appearance du,e to the pres-
enee of chromium, and whioh, logically enough must be
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ohromium or some compound o£ chromium.
For the 1 .52 percent o.bromium alloy, the strength
dropped to 29000 lbs/in2~ which indicated some weakening
effect in the structure. Since the hardening was but
slightly greater than for the 1.4 percent titanium alloy
containing no ohromium, the decrease in strength could
hardly have been due to an embr1ttling effect.
Perhaps with sU£fioient ohromium present a new com-
,
pound supplants the original hardening phase., t.he point'
of incipiency of the new phase being at the composition
of the lowest strength al' oY, sinoe with greater addi-
tions of chromium the cast strength increases on a smooth
curve to an ultimate strength of 42400 Ibs/ in2 in the
2.83 percent ohromium- 1.4 peraent titanium speoimen.
T4e microstruatures of all the cast ohromium-titan-
ium-copper alloys were dendritic, with exoeption of the
2.83 pereent ohromium composition. The 2.83 percent
chromium composition, however, had a t~ical oast struc-
ture of more or les8 rounded grains of primary aonsti-
tuent surrounded by partioles of the seoondary phase.
Figure 20 Microstructure of Cast 1.4 Percent
T1tanium, 0 ~75 Percent Chromium-Copper.-
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure 21 Miorostruoture of Cast"1.4 Percent
Titanium to,.75 Peroent Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium diohromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure 22 Mioros~ructure of Cast 1 .4 Peroent
Titanium, 1 .52 Peroent Chromium-Co~~er.




Figure 23 Miorostructure of Cast 1: .40 Percent
Titanium, 2,,.12 Percent Chromium-Copper.
100 I Mag. Etchants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferrie ahloride
Figure 24 Microstructure of Cast 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 2.13 Percent Chrom1~-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferrio ehloride
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Figure 25 Microstructure of Cast 1 ~4 Peraent
Titanium, 2.83 Percent Chromium-Co:pper.




1 .4% Ti, 0.22% Cr-Cu Alloy
Chromium is 0.25 percent soluble in copper at 900
degrees centigrade. The structure of the solution treat-
ed sample of Fig. 26 should appear as a homogeneous sol-
id solution, but evidenoe of two phases is unquestiona-
ble. Furthermore, titanium is soluble at 900 degrees
centigrade at least up to 3., peraent.
The presence of 1 .4 peroent titanium in the alloy
may lower the solubility of chromium in alpha Qo~per
solid solution, but the amo'unt of preoipitate present
seems to indicate the formation of some new phase due
to the chromium addition.
The solution treated strength of the alloy was about
34 800 lbs/ in2 , however, the hardness dropped off to. .50
Rookwell-B.
The aged sam~le o~ Fig. 27 was found to have an Ul-
timate strength o£ 614.00 Ibs/ in2 • The hardness increased
up to an average value o£ 81 Rockwell-B. This definitely
i:ndicates a strong age-hardening effect. Fig. 27 also in-
dicates, that in the 0.22 percent ohromium aged sample,
there was a tendency toward agglomeration of the ireci-
pitated phase upon age-hardening for two hours at 450
degrees oentigrade.
Figure 26 Miorostructure of Solution Treated 1 .4
Peroent Titanium, 0.22 Peroe t Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium diohromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure 27 Miorostructur~ of Aged 1.4 Peroent
Titanium, 0.22 Percent ahrom1um-Copper.




1.4% Ti, 0.4$% Cr-Cu Alloy
Examination of the microstruoture of Fig. 28 shows
that ~recipitation has oooured along the planes of the
cubic lattioe as expected. The hardness of the aged alloy
was found to be about 67 Roekwell-B, and the tensile
strength was 47500 Ibs/in2 when the grips of the tensile
machine were no longer able to hold the speoimen. The aged
alloy shows very high ductility and with a strength that
may make it of use industrially.
The solution treated sample had a tensile strength
of only 29000 lbs/in2• Its hardness was 43 Rookwell-B.
No marked tendency toward agglomeration was noted in
the 0.48 perce.nt ehromium aged sample , although precipi-
tation was heavy throughout.
,In titanium-ool':Per, 0.48 percent chromium addition
is useful for the purpose of increasing duotility and
toughness and still maintain a substantial strengthening
ef:feot.
Figure 28 Microstructure of Aged 1.4 Peroent
Titanium, 0.48 Peroent Chromium-Copper.





The age-hardened sample, the struoture of which is
shown in Fig. 30, had the ultimate strength of 64,500 Ibs/in2
with 8 ~eroent elongation in one inch. The ~hotomiorograph
indioates muoh more :preoipitation of the hardening con-
stituent than observed in the 0.22 and 0.48 peroent ahrom-
ium alloys. Hardness tests on the aged sample were ~uite
uniform. with an average value of 88.5 Rockwell-B.
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Figure 29 Microstructure of Solution Treated 1 .4
Percent !itanium, 0.64 Peroent Chromium-Copper.
1 0·0 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric ohloride
Figure 30 Miorostruoture of Aged 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 0.64 Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. E~chants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric ahlor1de
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_1 14% Tie 1.07% Or-Cu Alloy
In the 1 .07 ~ercent solution treated alloy, Fig. 31,
it is clear that even at 900 degrees oentigrade the hard-
.ening constituent is not all soluble in the alpha oopper.
The ten8ile strength of the solution treated sample
was but 27000 Ibs/in2• Some reaotion in the alloy ,must
occur near this oomposition.
The aged sample showed :no marked increase in strength
and was found to have an ultimate strength of only 38600
Ibs/in2 • Fig. 32 reveals the structure of the aged sample.
The. aging tem~erature may have been too high for the
alloy of this chromium content, but it is probably more
,nearly oorreot to sus:peot a new reaotion and :formation of
an entire.ly different constituent, from that whiah pro-
duoed strength in the lower ohromium alloys.
Hardness was not uniform throughout either the solu-
tion treated or the aged sam~le. Average values, however,
gave a Rookwell-B reading of 33 for the solution treated'
speeLmen and 56 for the aged specimen.
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F gure 31 icrostruature of Solution Treated 1 .4
Peroent Titanium, 1 .07 Peroent Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etahants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure 32 Miorostruoture of Aged 1 .4 Percent
Tltanium- 1.07 Peroent Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium diohromate
Ferric chloride
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1 .4% Ti, 1 .72% Or-Cu Alloy
The solution treated alloy containing 1 .72 percent
chromium showed an increase in tensile strength over that
of the 1 .07 peroent chromium sample in the same condition
. ,
but the ultimate strength of 34900 Ibs/in2 was but ~ooo
lbs/in2 higher than for the plain 1 .4 percent titanium-cop-
per. Fig. 33 shows the miorostructure of this sample.
The aged 1 .72 peroent chromium specimen showed a ten-
sile strength of 48500 Ibs/in~ with a hardness of 70 Rock-
well-B. This sample had an elongation of 18 percent in one
inah. Fig. 34, photomiorograph taken at 500 X magnification,
reveals that preoipitation of a constituent has taken
plaoe. The solid solution"however, appears to be of the
gamma type. Close observation reveals that the preoipita-
ted particles belong to the oubio crystallographic system.
The solution treated sample is somewhat more duotile
than the aged sample since it had a pereent elongation of
39 peroent in one inoh.
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Figure 33 Miarostruoture of Solution Treated 1.4
Peroent Titanium, 1.7 Percent Chromium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium diahromate
Ferric ohloride
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Figure 3A Microstructure of Aged 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 1.72 Peroent Chromium-Copper •
.500 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
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1.4% Tit 2.46% Or-Cu Alloy
The ultimate strength of the 2.46 percent ohromium
solution treated alloy was relatively high, having a val-
ue of 40500 Ibs/in2• The hardness of this sample was found
to be at an average value of 62.5 Rockwell-B.
Fig. 35 reveals the miorostruature of the aged alloy.
This alloy in the aged condition was very strong, having
a tensile strength of 68750 Ibs/in2 , with an average hard-
ness of about 88 Rockwell-B.
Preoipitation o£ the hardening phase was profusely
distributed. The sample showed good corrosion resistanoe
as it etohed with difficulty.
Chromium bearing alloys o~ this oomposition are some-
what tougher than plain titanium coppers of comparable
strength. The aged 2.46 percent chromium alloy showed 8
percent elongation in one i.uoh, while the :plain titanium
alloy showed only 3 peroent elongation in one inch.
Figure j5 M~crostruoture of Aged 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 2.46 Peroent Chromium-Copper.




1 .4~ Tit 3.57% Or-Cu Alloy
The solution treated 3.57 percent chromium alloy
had very nearly the same tensile strength as the 2.46
~e~cent ohromium composition. The ultimate strength of
the solution treated sample was 39700 Ibs/in2 •
The ultimate strength of the aged alloy rose to
69900 Ibs/in2• The hardness of the aged sample had an
av'erage value of 88 Rookwell-B t and ~howed an elonga-
tion of 10 peroent in one inch.
The microstructure of the aged sam~le is reveal-
ed in Fig.' 36. Both the solution treated and age-hard-
ened sam~les etohed slOWly, indicating that chromiun had
im~roved the corrosion resistance.
Figure 36 Miorostructure of Aged 1 .4 Percent
Titanium, '.57 Percent Chromium-Copper.




Table 3-- Chromium in 1.4 Weight Peroent Titanium-Copper
Weight Atomio Tensile Peraent
PerCel1.t Perce.nt Condi- Stre_ngth Rockwell-B Elong. in
Chromillln Chromium tion Ibs/ in2 Hardness one Inch
0.75 0.91 c 37100 62.5 26
0.75 0·91 c 36000 68.0 20
1 •.52 1.84 C 29000 60.0 21
2.1 2 2.57 c 40800 69.0 1.5
2.13 2.58 C 40800 68.) 21
2.83 3 .42 C 42400 75.0 19
0.22 0.27 ST 34800 51 .0 25
0.48 0.58 ST 29000 4.5.0 11
0.64 o-78 ST 40200 58.0 23
1 .07 1 .30 ST 27000 32 . .5 21
1 .72 2.08 ST 34900 47.5 39
2.46 2.98 ST 40.500 62.5 --
3.57 4.30 ST 39700 63 .0 32
0.22 0.27 A 61400 81 -.5 13
0.48 0.58 ...ll. 47500? 67-5 --
0.64 0.78 A 64.500 89 .0 8
1 .07 1 .30 A 38600 57·0 22
1 .72 2.08 A 48.500 69 •.5 1 8
2.46 2.9 8 A 68750 88.0 3
3.57 4 .3,0 A 69900 88.0 10
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Figur6 37-- Ef~eot ot Weight peroent Chromiua on the
Phy ioal P.rop~r~1e8 o~ Ca~t 1 .4 Peroent Ti~anlum-eopp6r.
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.Flgar }8 Chr·omium-Copper Equilibrium Diagram
(~chs o:)f\d V4")l HOTK)
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Fl ure 39-- Effoot of eight Peroent Chromium on t
Ph toal Prop rti s of Solution !reat6d 1. Prot:n
Ti "tarn -Copp ,r
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1.4% Ti, 1.2190 W-Cu Alloy
When 1.21 percent tungsten was added to the 1.4 per-
cen~ titanium-copper base alloy, a decrease of strength
was noted. The tensile strength was only 25600 Ibs/1n2•
The decrease in cast strength could have been due to
the formation of a brittle compound of titanium and tung-
sten, since titanium has very little solubility in copper
at room temperatures and tungsten is insoluble. Lowering
of the oast strength may in part be due to incomplete
mixing of the tungsten, due to the high specifio gravity
of that element.
The hardness of the cast material was found to be
about 49 Rookwell-B or 20 below that of the cast , .4 per-
cent titanium copper on that particular Rockwell seale.
Solution treatment at 900 degrees centigrade for three
hours put most, if not all, of the tungsten bearing consti-
tuent into solid solution.
Aging the alloy resulted in a marked increase in ten~
sile strength to 4}800 Ibs/in2 , although the inorease was
not great enough to reoommend, in the present investigation,
this composition over that of plain titanium-copper.
Fig. 42 reveals th~ micros ruoture of the cast alloy,
and the photomicrograph olearly shows considerable segre-
gations of some type.
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Fig. 45, wnioh Shows the aged structure of the 1.21
peroent tungsten composition, is a muoh more uniformly
appearing struoture than that of the cast sam:ple of that
oompoaition. The dark ~recipitated phase was distributed
fairly evenly throughout the struoture, although there
was a beginning of a tendenoy toward aggregate formation.
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Figure 42 Microstruoture of Cast 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 1.21 Peroent Tungsten-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
Figure 43 Microstruoture of Aged 1.4.Peruent
Titanium, 1 .21 Percent TungBten-Co~per.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium diohromate
Ferric chloride
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~~ Ti, 2~~ W-C~ Alloy
Increasing the tungsten to 2.43 percent gave an alloy
which had cast properties superior to either the 1 .21 per-
ce~t tungsten composition or the base titanium-copper. The
tensile strength was 34500 lbs/ in2 , which was 8900 lbs/ in2
greater tha.n in the case of the 1'.21 percent tungsten com-
position, and 1600 lbs/in2 greater than the titanium-cop-
per base composition of 1.40 percent titanium.
Fig. 44 reveals the cast struoture of the alloy. Seg-
regation is decidedly decreased with respect to the lower
tungstell cast structure, and the de.ndri tic skeleton is not
so evident.
The age-hardened alloy showed a tensile strength of
41800 lbs/in2 , or 2000 Ibs/in2 less than the aged speoimen
of lower tungsten conte:nt • Precipitation was greater and
the te'nde:ncy towards aggregate formation of the tungsten
bearing constituent was very pronounced, as shown by Fig.
The tendency to aggregate in the 2.43 peroent tung-
sten alloy is of course a function of time, temperature,
and composition. The higher conaentration of tungsten in
the aged sample over the lower aged tungsten composition,
no doubt greatly aooelerated the tendenoy toward aggrega-
tio.n.
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The lower strength o£ the 2.43 peroent aged tung-
sten sample may be due, to the formation of a consider;..
able amou',nt of a ductile titanium-tungsten :phase.
The hardness of the aged sample was found to be
about 63 on the Rookwell-B saale.
Figure 44 Miorostructure of Cast 1 .4 Percent
Titanium, 2.43 Peroent Tungsten-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure 45 Miorostructure of Aged 1 .4 Peroent
Titanium, 2.4} ~ercent Tungsten-Copper.




Table 4-- Tungsten in 1 .4 Weight Percent T1tanium-Gopper
Weight Atomio Tensile Peroent
Percent Peroent Condi- Strength Rookwel'l-B Elong. in
Tungsten Tung,sten tion losl in2 Hardn'ess one Inoh
1 .21 0.42 C 25600 50.5 }1
2.43 0.85 G 34,500 63.0 22
1 .21 0.42 A 43800 66.5 42
2.4} 0.85 A 41 800 b} ~.5 "0
A---Aged G--.....Cast
Te~~ ile Strength-0- Hard eSB-A---
Percent Elo,nga t ion---x----
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Figure 47-- Effeot of Atomio Peroent Tungsten on the
Physioal Fropertles of Cast 1.4 Weight Peroent Tltan-
ium-Cop:per .
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Figure 48-- Effect of Weight Percent !ungsten on the
Physioal Properties of Aged 1 .4 "reent 'fltaniua-Copper.
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Figure 49-- Effeotof Atoml0 Peroent ~ungsten on th
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Figure ,0-- Hardness versus !ensile Strength Rela-
tionship in fungsten-Tltanlum-copper Alloys.
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1.4% Ti, 1.08% Mo-Cu Alloy
BY observing the photomicrograph of Fig. 51 one ~a~
see that a great deal of molybdenum bearing constituent
has :precipitated in the interstices of the original oop-
per-rich de'ndritio skeleton. Both constituents may eon-"
tain some titanium with the dark constituent carrying the'
major :portion.
The cast alloy was found to have a tensile strength
of 34500 lbs/in2 with an average hardness of about 60 on
the Rookwell-B soale. Addition of ~.08 ~ercent molybde-
num therefore inoreases the east strength slightly, while
the hardness is reduoed.
The white crystals in Fig • .52 o~ the aged allo,y ar'.e
probably crystals of alpha copper solid solution, while
the darker matriX is probably a supersaturated solid sol-
ution from whioh the hardening constituent preoipitated.
The aged alloy showed an ultimate strength of 42500
lbs/in2 , indicating that some age-hardening took place.
The Rookwell-B hardness was found to have increased to a
value of about 62.5.
Figure 51 Miorostructure of Cast 1 ,.4 Pereent
Titanium, 1 08 Percent Molybdenum-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric ohloride
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Figure 52 Miorostructure of Aged 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 1 .08 Percent Molybdenum-Copper.




1 .4% Ti. 2.4 C)Ok Mo -Cu Alloy
The dendritic cast struoture of the 2.40 percent
molYbdenum alloy was muoh finer than iit "the 1 .08 :percent
molybdenum sample. The cast tensile strength increased to
38800 Ibs/in2 • See Fig. 53-
Molybdenum has a tendenoy, evidently, to refine the
cast struoture of titanium copper when added in sU£ficient
amounts «
Probably the refining tendenoy was directly respon-
sible for the increase in the tensile strength, through a
greater dispersion of fine partioles of the molybdenum
bearing oonstituent.
Fractically no aging was observed in the alloy, how-
ever, the aged tensile strength being only 35200 lbs/ inc.
Fig. 54 reveals the struoture of the aged alloy. The pre-
cipitated particles tended to agglomerate, thus weakening
the material.
Much greater strength may have been obtained by using
a lower aging temperature, as the tendency to agglo~erate
is often acaom~anied by so£tening in overaged struotures.
The matriX of the aged 2 .4-0 peroent molyb,denum sam-
ple is definitely that of a supersaturated solid. solution
throughout.
Figure 53 Microstructure o£ CaBt 1 .4 Percent
Titanium, 2 ..40 Percent Molybdenum-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etchants-- Po~assium diohromate
Ferric chloride
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Figure .54 Microstructure of Aged 1 .4 Percent
Titanium, 2.40 Percent Molyb~enum-Copper.




Table 5--Molybdenum in 1 .4 Weight Percent Titan1um-Cop~er
Weight Atomio
Peroent Percent Tensile Peraent
Molyb- Molyb- Condi- Streng~h Rookwell-B Elong. in
denum denum tion Ibs/ in~ Hardness one Inch
1 .08 0.72 c 34.500 62.0 --
2.40 1 .60 c 38800 71· .0 21
1 .08 0·72 A 42.500 63.0 29
2.40 1 .60 A 3.5200 59 ., 17
A---Aged c--...aast
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Flgur 55~~ Effeot of eight Peroent olbdenum on h
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J'igure 57 __ :gft4tot of .eight Peroent lloltbdema Oil
Phyaioal Properties of .Aged 1 A Percent !ita.D.1a-oop Z'.
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71gure 58-- Eft.o' of .L1;' 10 Pe1".eD:i Ko17tMl Oil the
1'ti781oal Properties of~ 1.4 e1&h1; Peroeat
..copper.
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Cast Cond1tlon-0- Aged Condltlon-_x---
75
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Figure 59-- Hardness versus Tensile strength Rela-
tionship in Kolybdenum-Titanium-copper Alloys.
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1.4% Ti, 1.65* y-Cu'Alloy
When 1 .65 percent vanadium is added to the 1 .4 percent
titanium-copper alloy, a reduotion in 'the cast tensile
strength results, and the hardness of the alloy de()reases~
Vanadium may have a deleterious effect on the east struc-
ture when added in this amo~t.
Fig. 60 indioates that some porosity 1s present, showm
in the center and lower right hand oorner: '-.ot the photomi-
crograph, which is probably due to SODle function of vana-
dium on titanium, preventing the removal of entrapped ox-
ygen and nitrogen.
If some compound of vanadium and titanium were formed,
.,
that formation might aocount for the inability ot bota
titanium and vanadium. in oapturing occluded gases, since
the compound would probably aot in an entirely different
manner toward oxygen or nitrogen than either of the ele-
ments.
Aging of the solution treated smmple for two hours at
450 degrees centigrade inoreases the strength from 26600
lbs/in2 to 38600 lbs/in2• The hardness remains praotically
oonstant, being about 50 Rockwell-B in both the cast and
aged oonditions. It might be expected that the aged alloy
possesses aons1derable toughness.
Apparently the deleterious effect of 1.65 percent va-
nadium was overcome by aging. At least the aging benefited
the alloy and obscured the fault prevalent in the cast
state.
The photomiorograph of Fig. 61 is interesting. From
the twinned andslipp d naturt$ of the dark grains, 1t 1s
evident that precipitation has oceured along the planes
of the faoe-oentered.oubio lattice ~rom an alpha solid
solut on. The alpha solid solution is of course that of.
oopper.
The lighter areas are probably representative of the
same general oonstituent in a different orientation and
having a different etohing rate. Preoipitation is evident
in the lighter oonstituent.
In the dark areas, evidenae of aging is apparently
aocompanied always by the presenoe of the lighter mater-
ial. This migh't suggest that the lighter portions re~pr,e­
sent a supersaturated solid solution, while the dark por-
tions are unsaturated. Individual grains may not necessar-
ily be homogeneous throughout.
It is logioal that twinning should oecur in planes
where there is a sudden ohange ill: the ability t·o resist
stressing. Any sharp line o~ alloy oonoentration demarca-
tion might have great differenoes of interatomic cohesive-
ness on either side of that plane of atoms. A different
mosaio would be ~revalent in each case and a partial non-
Join1ng of the two mosa1oswould :produce a weak :plane
108
susoeptible to twinning.
The above explanation may be the answer to the appear-
ance of the miorostructure of the 1 .6.5 percent vanadium
alloy of Fig. 61.
1 P9
Figure 60 Miorostruature of Cast 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 1 ~65 Peroent Vanadium-Copper.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
Figure 61 Miorostructure of Aged 1 4 Peroent
Titanium, -1 .65 Percent Vanadium-Co~per.
100 X Mag. Etohants-- PotasSillIn dichromate
Ferric chloride
11 0
1.4% Ti, 2.80% V-Cu Alloy
The aast 2.80 peroent vanadium alloy showed an ul-
timate strength o£ 34750 Ibs/in2• In oontrast to the
1.65 percent vanadium alloy, some improvement was noted
over the base 1.4 peroent titanium-oopper in the cast
cO.nditio.n.
Fig. 62 reveals the microstructure of the ~ast alloy.
The dendritic pattern is somewhat finer than that of the
lower vanadium. alloy. It is possible that an exaess of
vanadium exists over that amount which makes the titan-
ium and vanadium mutually inaffeatlve, and in this cast
aomposition the slight refining of the structure 1s ~rob­
ably due to the presenoe of exoess vanadium.
The hardness of the cast alloy was 59 Rookwell-B,
and was less t·han -the hardness of cast 1.4 peraent ti-
tanium-copper. This suggests an improvement in the oast
toughness.
Agi.ng the alloy for two hours at 4.50 degrees centi-
grade gave a tremendous increase in stre.ngth and hardness.
Fig. 63 shows the structure of the aged sample contain-
ing 2.80 percent vanadium. None of the very dark consti-
tuent appears in the photomiarograph, while preoipitat1on
is profuse throughout the struoture. Although some evi-
clenae' of slip planes and twinning a:ppear, the lines of
the twinned planes are more irregular than in the lower
11 2
vanadium alloy.
The structure is eVidently one of a supersatura-
ted solid solution throughout.
The tensile strength inoreased during aging from
34750 lbs/in2 in the as cast condition to 64750 lbs/in2
in the age-hardened aandition. 'The hardness in 'the aged
oondition had increased to 84 Rockwell-B. Di£ferenoe in
grain size may have oo.ntr1bu~ed l.argely to the difference
in strength pf the aged speoimens.
Figure 62 Microstructure of Cast 1.4 Peroent
Titanium, 2.80 Perae:nt Vanadium-Copper.




F-gure 6} Microstructure of Aged 1.4 Percent
Titanium, 2 80 Peroent Vanadium-Cop~er.
100 X a. Etohants- Potassium dichromate
Ferric chloride
11.5
Table 6-- Vanadium in 1 .4 Weight Percent Titanium-Co~per
Weight Atomio Tensile Peroent '.
Percent Percent Condi- Strength Rockwell-B Elong. in
Vanadium Vanadium tion Ibs/ in2 Hardness one Inch
1 .6.5 2.04 C 26600 48 . .5 9
2.80 3.46 c 34750 .59·0 21
1 .65 2.04 .A. 32800 .5, .0 12
2.80 3.46 A 64750 84.0 9
A---Aged C---Cast
11
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Figure 65-- Effeot of Atomio Peroent Vanadium Addition
on 1 .4 Weight Peroent Ca,st Ti~llnium-Copper.
Tenttilo Strength-0-Hardness - 4--
Peroent Elongation -x---
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1- The hardeni g constituent in copper-titanium is
apparently CU2Ti. A great many lines for some unknown
co pou.nd were found by the X-ray exami:nation of the 28
ercerrt titanium-copper alIa . Any other oompound of
ti ta.n.i would neoessarily omit either the copper lines
in the X-ray spectra or increase the number considerably.
Copper radiation was used and should have indioated many
lines for copper if copper were present as suah in any
cO.nsiderable <;Luanti ty. Furthermore, the alloy is in the
oomposition range where the CU2Ti compound would be ex-
pected to show a ~reponderate effect, and such an effect
is shown.
2- Relatively high tensile strengths are obtained in
plain ti ta.nium-copper alloys, but at the higher strengths
the ductility and impaot resistance seem to be impaired.
3- Chromium added to titanium-oopper of 1 .4 percent
ti tanium does ..not impair the strength in the low or high
chromium alloys. However, additions in the range of 1.0 to
1 .6 ~ercent ohromium are to be avoided, as lowering of the
tensile strength is noted in this range for both the sol-
utio treated and age-hardened conditions.
Chromium seems to improve the impact resistance slight-
ly in the high chromium alloys, but not to any marked
1 22
degree. However, the oorrosion resistance of the 1.4 per-
oent titanium-ooppers is improved Qonsiderably by an add-
ition of from 2.5 to 3 . .5 :percent chromium.
4- Molybdenum has the tendency to suppress the aging
aharacteristics of titanium-cop~er somewhat, but some in-
crease in aged strength is noted with increasing molybde-
num CO'1tent~ It imparts enormous.duotility of up to 40
peroent elongatio.n in one inah at moderate strengths. The
molybdenum bearing alloys may be of use in high impaot
resistan~ castings.
5- Vanadium of 1 .65 peraent in titanium ao~per appar-
ently suppresses the age-hardening of the alloy Qompletely,
but when added to form a 2.80 per·oent vanadium, 1 *4 percent
titanium-copper a high strength aged alloy results.
6- Inoreasing amounts o£ tungsten produce a lower-
i'ng in the tensile strength. The ductl1i ty in the tungsten
bearing compositions, however, is very good, probably due
to the formation of a ductile titanium-tungsten ~hase.
7- .The hardn'esa versus te.nsile stre.ngth slope for the
aged alloys was found to be less than for the same rela-
tionship in solution treated and cast alloys in all oases
exoept where tungsten bearing alloys are aonsidered. ~his
relationship can be used as a criterion in prediating the
age-hardenability of the titanium-copper alloy systema.
123
APPENDIX
Note: The various percentage compositions given fOr
the several alloying elements, ap~earing under photomioro-
in table==- and in the general text, are pertaining to the
pereentages of those alloying elements in the aalculated
furnao e oharge •
Titanium is an exception. Peroentage of titanium
values may be acoepted as 'aocurate, as analysis has shown
that practically no titanium was lost from the charge.
,
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